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Final Exominhtion
2θf6-2θf5

S ubject : Progroming (Matlab)
Branch :Appl-Math
Exuminer: A.M Shukur

Class : third class
Time: 3 ltours
Dqte: /5/2016

Note: Answer onlv five auestions, ( I0 mark {or each one I

Ql)write M-file to calculate integration of (x) from x6:value to x1:value? where,
one can use keyboard to enter (xe,x1and (x)), then, the M-file returns the value for
the integration on C.W also the figure of this integration.

Q2) write M-file to find the two roots of stand,ard quadratic equation in all cases ?

Q3)write M-file to find best polynomial whicli is fitting data (xi ,yi); i:l:N? also,
draw (in the two figures) exact data as a red p6int and fitting data as a green curve?
Enter the data by using keyboard when you read " please enter your data"?

Q5)Write Matlab-commands that equivalent to the following math-expressions
^r rD^r/x^t^(*^.\)^. L \r:--rrl.\o-r rr \ r / \ z 2:
^-) [" eV'sin (rx) d"x ; b- ) find f (3) ? wheref(x) - ln(x) cos (x2)

C―)flndffF√ (χ)?lνれθrθ√(χ)=αχ3+θ lχ
.

d―)flnd s01ution Of(手 u=2)?where(■′
′(0)==π ; u′ (0)==-1;z(0)==1)。

C―)flnd valuc of a,u and v?where(■
2_υ 2=α2;u+ν

=1;α2_2α =3)

Q6)Write a prOgram that calculates the factorial ofa posit市 e integer,factoria1 0f

zero is oneo lfthe usOr entered a negative numbOr,the progranl should print an

eFor rnessage and ask the user to reinterthe number.Atter displaying the result,

the prOgram should ask the user ifhe wishes tO calculate the factorial ofanother

number or he wants to terlrlinate the program?

Q4) write the result (v?lue of B) in the following groups of commandsr
>>A=[123;.
456;789];
>>B=A:

>>

X=[1:3;5:‐ 1:3];

>>B〓 X。
∧2

>>        (

B=X(:,2)'・
>>A=ones(3)*2;
>>C=[123
456;789];
>>B=A.*C

>>a=linspace(2,2,3);

b=ones(3,1)*2;

c=(b/2)*(diag(2));

A=[a';b;C];
>>B=3.∧A

Good luck
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.i>_rr \ t LJlj* gE1: lii aX-,i a*, : (JD 4+L=yl :i!-)-
Ql: Define each of the following

a) Alternating group b) Normal group c) Nilpotent element d) prime ideal
e)Field.

Q2:(A) Prove that every Boolean ring is commutative. Is the converse true? Explain
your answer.

(B)State only two of the following
a)Lagrange theorem b) Krull-Zorn theorem c) First isomorphism theorem.

Q3:(A) Prove that every group of order l5 is decomposable and normal.
(B)Showthat(H,.) isasubgroupof (G,.) where H = {2":ne Z}andG:R_{0}.

Q4: prove or disprove each of the following
a) Every group has one generator.
b) Every group of order less than 6 is abelian.
c) The product of an integral domain is also integral domain.
d) In a commutative ring with identity, every maximal ideal is prime.

Q5:(A) Let R:(Z n ,*n , .rz). Find
a) Maximal ideals of R b)rs (Zp , *n) a simple group? c) Is every subring of R
has the same identity of R? Explain your answer.

(B) Explain the relationship between each of the following
a) Field and integral domain. b) Cyclic group and abelian group.

Q6: Answer any three of the following
a) Prove that, the characteristic of an integral domain R is eithe r iero or a prime

nurnber.

b) Let G be a group of order 2p, where p is prime number. Prove that every
proper subgroup of G is cyclic.

c) Prove that G is abelian if a2 = €, for all a e G .

d) Define the symmetric group and find all normal subgroups of ss .
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Q二 /using graphical method to fnd the fcasiblc rcgion and thc optimal sOlu■ On Ofthc fOnowing(LPP):
Miれ Z=2χノ+5χ2

S″ら 7b 2χ′+4x2≧ ∂
-3χf+χ2≦ 9
∂χノ+2x2≦ 2ィ

χ2≦ イ

χノ,x2≧ θ

Q2/ Consider the following L.t.p:
施 Z=7χノ+′伽2

s″ら ro   xノ +3χ2≦ 6

7χノ+χ2≦ J5

χノ,χ2≧ θα″ノ777′

`g′

な

Find thc optimalinteger solution ifthc Optimaltablcau isf

(StOp at 3 tablcaus)

Q3/ Design the network represents the following activities, then

1) Calculate Tp, -,-=. 2) Find the critical path.

Q4/ f ind tne optimal solution of the following (T.p) by using Least-Cost
method.

Q5/Solve the following payoff matrix to find the best strategies and the
value ofgame:

ノθθ

ノ2θ

ノ2θ

9θ9θ7θ5θ

B.V Xl X2  Sl S2 R.H.S

Z 0 0  36/22  31/22 133/2

為
　
為

0   1   7/22  1/22

1   0  -1/22  3/22

２

　

２

７

　

　

９

activitics Time
●■ to  ti   tp
う
ん 1  1   7

1‐3 1  4  7
1-4 2  2   8

ぐ
υ

う
‘ 1 1 1
3-5 2 5  14
4-6 2  5  8
5‐6 3  6  15
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Ql)Use Euler predictor― corrector to compute z(1.6)and g市 en that

争+%Z=O wh∝eう=4,つ=l  h=ol

Q2)Solve the difference equation ノた.2=ノ ■々l+ノ1+」 +05   ノ0=0 ,ッl=1

(10M)

(10M)

Q3)Solve the fo1lowing boundary value problem using inite difた rence method

given   that     :房当
L-37戻

「+2ッ =0       ッ(1)=1    ノ(3)=象デーθ2 (h=0.5)

(10M)

用宙ぬ面制Vector

(5ル1)

Q4)(a)Find the rnaxilnunl eigen value fOr the system/=[i

χ
ア
(0)=(0.0299  1)ア

(b) Evaluate the characteristic

\l;" + k2x\t, -0

value Of k in the foHowing differential

lt(0)=″ (1)=O  h=1/3

equat10n

(5)/1)

(10M)Q5)Solve the equatlon め
ア

め
戸

withノ (0,′ )=ノ (1,′ )=0

ッ(χ ,0)=

and 
ιリノ(χ ,0)

∂′

:Sin′
τχ   ,′ =0,0≦ χ ≦1

=χ
(Fl,h=0.1 )

Q6) compute the coefficients in the approximate solutiorr ! u =x (1 - x)(a +bx )

forthedifferential equation y" +x2 =0 /(0)=,y(l)=0 using

( l) collocation method (2) Least square method ( 10M)
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Note: Answer only five of the following questions.

Q1:
a) Show that, the set of all nagitive rational numbers is countable set.

b) rf

Determine whether (J?2, d) is metric space or not.

Q2: Prove or disprove the following
a) The closed subset of compact set is compact.
b) If / is continuous function at a point then / is differentiable at the same
point.

and give example on each of the following
b) Inierior point c) Perfect set d) Cauchy sequence. T

a) Suppose r.e Rk,(n: 1,2,3,...), and z, : (at,n,az,n,...,op,,). Then
the sequence {r,.} converges to x : (a1,a2,. . . , ap) if J$ "i," : aj, where

(1<i<,1).
b) show ,nur, {Y!}rt} conre.ges to 5.'ln)
a) Suppose {o"} and {b,} are sequences of real numbers such that
0 ( b, < an for n ) N. and if f [, b, diverges, then ![, 4,, be divergent
series.

b) Show by example that if / is continuous function, is not to ensure that /
is uniformly continuous.

Q6:

Suppose / is continuous on lo, b], /'(o) exists at some point r e (a, b), g
is defined on 1 which contains the range of /, and g is difierentiable at

/(r). Then h(t): g(f(t)), a 1t 1b is diflerentiable at z, and
h'(x): s'(f(r)) f'(x).

Good Luck
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Answer five Questions @ach question has 14 marks)
Ql.

a. Prove that for every graph G and every integer r > A(G), there exists an r-regular
graph H containing G as an induced subgraph.

b. If G is a plane corurected graph, then prove that G** is isomorphic to G.
Q2.

a. Prove that every u - v walk in a graph contains au - u path.
b. If I is any spanning forest of a graph 6, then prove that

i. each cutset of G has an edge in common with ?,.

ii. each cycle of G has an edge in common with the complement of I.
Q3.

a. Let G be a connected block graph with at least three vertices then prove that if every
vertex and edge of G lie on a common cycle then every two edges of G lie on a
common cycle.

b. If 6 is a simple graph with largest vertex-degree A, then prove that G is (A + 1)-
colourable.

Q4.
a. Prove that every simple planar graph contains a vertex of degree 5 at most.
b. Find the center Cen(G).

Let T be a tree with n vertices prove that if any two vertices of I are connected by
exactly one path then I contains no cycles, but the addition of any new edge creates
exactly one cycle.

Let 6 be a plane drawing of a connected planar graph, and let n,m and/ denote
respectively the number of vertices, edges and faces of G. Then prove that
n-m*f=2.

Let G be a plane graph without loops, and let G* be a geometric dual of G. Then
prove that G is k-colorable (u) if and only if G* is k-colorable (/).

Find the number of distinct spanning trees of the graph Ka .

Q5.

Q6。

a.

b

b.

C:
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Note: Answer only five questions and (14 marks) for each question.

Ol) (a) Derive a partial differential equation from the solution xtu = -f (*' + y' + u'1

(b) Use Charpit's Method to solve the partial differential equation:

*op'*y'q-o

o2) (a) use Lagrange method to solve the partial differential equation:

*u y+ yu != *,0x0y"t

03) Find the general solution of the fO1101ving partial differcntial equatiOn:

(Di-3 Dχ D;-2D;)ν =ι
~χ +ツ +COS(χ ■ 2ノ )

f≧n (a)use separation ofvariables lnethod tO solve the partial differential equatiOn:

∂
2z  

∂″

彼の
十
万

=α wheК γ(χ,0)=4θ
5χ

(b)Find Fourier COSine tranSfOrm Of /(χ )=|」
1  !III:]  ・

QロセUse Laplace transform tO sOlve the partial differential equation:

宰=多 ,′ >0,0<χ <L雄,0=dn π,幾絆―豆nπ ,

夕(0,′)=O  αηグ  ν(1,r)=0。

06)Use Fourier transform tO sOlve the partial differential equatiOn:・
%=多 ,0<χ <∞,o<バ∞W力θ″鶴響=0,鸞ク。,ガ =0,

11嚢:T=0,  夕(χ,0)={: Oiilil  ,  Z(0,′ )=0
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